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I. Introduction
Few macroeconomic variables grab headlines as often and dramatically as do oil and gasoline
prices. In 2014, policymakers, professional forecasters, consumers and businesses all wondered
how the decline of oil prices from over $100 per barrel in mid-2014 to less than $50 per barrel in
January 2015 would influence disposable incomes, employment, and inflation. A key component
for understanding macroeconomic implications of this shock is the change in consumers’ spending
from the considerable resources freed up by lower gasoline prices (the average saving was more
than $1,000, or approximately 2 percent of total spending per household).1 Estimating the
quantitative impact of such changes is central to policy decisions. Yet, because of data limitations,
a definitive estimate has proved elusive. Recently, big data have opened unprecedented
opportunities to shed new light on the matter. This paper uses detailed transaction-level data
provided by a personal financial management service over the 2013-2016 period to assess the
spending response of consumers to changes in gasoline prices.
Specifically, we use this information to construct high-frequency measures of spending on
gasoline and on non-gasoline purchases for a panel of more than half a million U.S. consumers.
We use cross-consumer variation in the intensity of spending on gasoline interacted with the sharp
decline in gasoline prices to identify and estimate the partial equilibrium marginal propensity to
consume (MPC) out of savings generated by reduced gasoline prices. Given the low elasticity of
demand for gasoline and the persistence of the oil price shock, one can think of this MPC as
measuring the response of spending to a permanent, unanticipated income shock. Our baseline
estimate of the MPC is approximately one. That is, consumers on average spend all their gasoline
savings on non-gasoline items. There are lags in adjustment, so the strength of the response builds
over a period of weeks and months.
Our results are informative along several dimensions. First, our estimate of the average
MPC is largely consistent with the permanent income hypothesis (PIH), a theoretical framework
that became a workhorse for analyses of consumption, and that has been challenged in previous
studies. Second, our findings suggest that, ceteris paribus, falling oil prices can give a considerable
boost to the U.S. economy via increased consumer spending (although other factors can offset
output growth). Third, we document an important cross-sectional heterogeneity in that MPC
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According to the U.S. Consumer Expenditure Survey, average total household spending in 2014 was $53,495 total,
while the average household spending on gasoline was $2,468.

declines with income. Hence, the average MPC should be interpreted with caution. Fourth, our
analysis highlights the value of having high-frequency transaction data at the household level for
precisely estimating consumer reactions to income and price shocks.
This paper is related to several strands of research. The first, surveyed in Jappelli and
Pistaferri (2010), is focused on estimating consumption responses to income changes. Although
the literature on the consumer responses to anticipated, transitory income shocks is abundant,2
estimates for unanticipated, highly persistent income shocks are rare because identifying such
shocks is particularly difficult. For example, income shocks due to job displacements (e.g.,
Stephens 2001) or health (e.g., Gertler and Gruber 2002) are likely combined with other changes
in the lives of affected consumers which makes the identification of MPC challenging.3 In our
paper, we exploit a particularly clear-cut source of variation in household budgets (spending on
gasoline) with several desirable properties. Specifically, we use a large, salient, unanticipated,
permanent (more precisely, perceived by households to be permanent) shock. We examine
spending responses at the weekly frequency—a key ingredient for matching the timing of changes
in gasoline prices and the subsequent consumer spending responses—while, due to data
limitations, most previous micro-level studies estimate responses at much lower frequencies. As
we discuss below, the high-frequency dimension allows us to obtain highly informative estimates
of the MPC.
The second strand to which we contribute studies the effects of oil prices on the economy
(see Hamilton (2008), Kilian (2008), and Baumeister and Kilian (2016) for surveys). By and large,
this literature uses macroeconomic time series to study aggregate reactions to oil price shocks. For
example, Edelstein and Kilian (2009) and Känzig (2021) report estimated responses of consumer
spending to oil price shocks. Baumeister and Kilian (2016) analyze aggregate data to shed light on
2

A common finding in this line of research is that, in contrast to predictions of the PIH, consumers often spend only
upon the realization of an income shock, rather than upon its announcement, although the size of this “excess
sensitivity” depends on household characteristics. Baker (2018) and Kueng (2018) document this pattern using data
similar to ours and Gelman et al. (2020) report it for the same data source that we use.
3
An alternative strategy is to use statistical decompositions in the spirit of Jappelli and Pistafferi (2006) but these
estimates of MPC may depend on the assumptions of the statistical models. Changes is taxes may provide a useful source
of variation (see e.g., Neri et al. 2017), but it is often hard to identify the timing of these shocks (tax changes are typically
announced well before the changes are implemented) and the persistence of shocks (tax changes could be reversed with
a change in government). Another option is to use increases in the minimum wage (e.g., Aaronson et al. 2012) but since
the minimum wage binds only for low-income households, interpretation of the findings is complicated by the liquidity
constraints faced by low-income households.
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the nature and macroeconomic consequences of the 2014 oil price shock. Our approach is
complementary to this literature as we use micro-level data and cross-sectional variation in
exposure to changes in gasoline prices to identify the consumption response and specifically
estimate MPC from savings due to lower gasoline prices. Given our high-quality spending data,
this approach allows us to obtain precise estimates as well as examine variation in the MPC at the
micro level.
Finally, we contribute to the literature studying the interplay between consumer spending
on gasoline and non-gasoline purchases at the micro level. Despite the importance of the MPC out
of gasoline savings, research on the sensitivity of consumer non-gasoline spending to changes in
the gasoline price has been scarce, in part due to data limitations. Available household
consumption data tend to be low frequency, whereas consumer spending, gasoline prices, and
consumer expectations can change rapidly. For example, the interview segment of the U.S.
Consumer Expenditure Survey (CEX) asks households to recall their spending over the previous
month. These data likely suffer from recall bias and other measurement errors that could attenuate
estimates of households’ sensitivity to changes in gasoline prices (see Committee on National
Statistics 2013). The diary segment of the CEX has less recall error, but the panel dimension of
the segment is short (14 days), making it difficult to estimate the consumer response to a change
in prices. Because the CEX is widely used to study consumption, we do a detailed comparison of
our approach using the app data with what can be learned from using the CEX. We find that
analysis of the CEX produces much noisier estimates.
Given the limitations of the CEX, grocery store barcode data, such as from AC Nielsen,
have become a popular source to measure higher-frequency spending. These data, however, cover
only a limited category of goods. For example, gasoline spending by households is not collected
in AC Nielsen, making it impossible to exploit heterogeneity in gasoline consumption across
households. There are a few notable exceptions. Using loyalty cards, Hastings and Shapiro (2013)
are able to match grocery barcode data to gasoline sold at a large grocery store retailer with
gasoline stations on site. We show that households typically visit multiple gasoline station retailers
in a month, suggesting limitations to focusing on consumer purchases at just one retailer. There is
also some recent work using household data to identify a direct channel between gasoline prices
and non-gasoline spending. Gicheva, Hastings and Villas-Boas (2010) use weekly grocery store
3

data to examine the substitution to sale items as well as the response of total spending. They find
that households are more likely to substitute towards sale items when gasoline prices are higher,
but they must focus only on a subset of goods bought in grocery stores (cereal, yogurt, chicken
and orange juice), making it difficult to extrapolate.
Perhaps the closest work to ours is a policy report produced by the J.P. Morgan Chase
Institute (2015), which also uses big data to examine the response of consumers to the 2014 fall in
gasoline prices and finds an average MPC of approximately 0.6. This report differs from our study
in both its research design and its data. Most importantly, our data include a comprehensive view
of spending, across many credit cards and banks. In contrast, the Chase report covers a vast number
of consumers, but information on their spending is from Chase accounts only. Namely, any
spending by consumers on non-Chase credit cards or checking accounts would be missed in the
J.P. Morgan Chase Institute analysis, and measurement of household responses will therefore be
incomplete. We confirm this by showing that an analysis based on accounts in one financial
institution leads to a considerably attenuated estimate of the response of spending to changes in
gasoline prices.
This paper proceeds as follows. Section II describes trends in gasoline prices, putting the
recent experience into historical context. In Section III, we discuss the data, Section IV describes
our empirical strategy, and Section V presents our results. Specifically, we report baseline
estimates of the MPC and the elasticity of demand for gasoline. We contrast these estimates with
the comparable estimates one can obtain from alternative data. In Section V we also explore
robustness of the baseline estimates and potential heterogeneity of responses across consumers.
Section VI concludes.
II. The 2014-2015 Change in Gasoline Prices: Unanticipated, Permanent. Large, and
Exogenous
In this section, we briefly review recent dynamics in the prices of oil and gasoline and
corresponding expectations of these prices. We emphasize two facts. First, households perceived
the collapse of oil and gasoline prices in 2014-2015 as unanticipated and highly persistent. Second,
the 2014-2015 price shock had a considerable component due to exogenous supply-side forces.
These properties of the shock are important components of our identification strategy.
4

A. Unanticipated and Permanent
Because we focus on the micro-level consumer responses, we need to establish whether
households anticipated the fall of gasoline prices in 2014 and what households believe about the
persistence of shocks to gasoline prices. The Michigan Survey of Consumers has asked households
about their expectations for changes in gasoline prices over the next one-year and five-year
horizons. Panel A of Figure 1 plots the mean and median consumer expectations along with the
actual price. While consumers expect a slightly higher price relative to the present price, the basic
pattern is clear: the current price appears to be a good summary of expected future prices. In
agreement with this observation, Anderson, Kellogg and Sallee (2012) fail to reject the null that
consumer expectations for gasoline prices follow a random walk, which is consistent with
consumers perceiving changes in gasoline prices as permanent. Panel B plots the forecasts errors
for survey responses in the Michigan Survey of Consumers and documents that households were
not anticipating large price changes in 2014-2015.4 To give a reference point, Figure 1 also shows
large movements in prices during the Great Recession (2007-2009) when commodity prices
endogenously responded to aggregate economic conditions.
When put into historical context, the recent volatility in gasoline prices is large. Table 1
ranks the largest one-month percent changes in oil prices since 1947. When available, the change
in gasoline prices over the same period is also shown.5 The price drops in 2014-2015 are some of
the largest changes in oil and gasoline prices in the last 60 years.6 The 2014-2015 price drop is
largely concentrated in just two months (December 2014 and January 2015) which provides us
with a clear timing of the shock. Note that in 1986, gasoline prices and oil prices moved in opposite
directions, indicating that the process generating gasoline prices can sometimes differ from oil.
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We report analogous figures for oil price futures in Appendix Figure C6. In contrast to households’ expectations, the
interpretation of movements in futures prices is more nuanced due to variation in liquidity and other factors, see
Baumeister, Ellwanger and Kilian (2017) and Baumeister and Kilian (2016).
5
Oil spot prices exist back to 1947, while the BLS maintains a gasoline price series for urban areas back to 1976. In
our analysis, we use AAA daily gasoline prices retrieved from Bloomberg (3AGSREG). The series comes from a
daily survey of 120,000 gasoline stations. These data almost perfectly track another series from the EIA which are
point in-time estimates from a survey of 900 retail outlets as of 8am Monday.
6
At the height of the COVID19 crisis in March and April 2020, oil prices fell by 42 percent in March and 43 percent
in April. The price of gasoline declined by 8 percent in March and 17 percent in April.
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B. Exogenous
Why did prices of oil and oil products such as gasoline fall so much in 2014-2015? In an early
survey of the literature, Baffes et al. (2015) attributed the bulk of the decline to supply-side factors
with the more minor demand-side explanations all coming from outside the United States.
Specifically, this view emphasizes that key forces behind the decline were, first, OPEC’s decision
to abandon price support and, second, rapid expansion of oil supply from alternative sources (shale
oil in the U.S., Canadian oil sands, etc.). Other work pointed to a smaller role of supply-side
factors. For example, Baumeister and Hamilton (2019) assign approximately 40 percent of the
decline to supply side and, using a different identification approach, Känzig (2021) finds a larger
supply-side contribution. These estimates suggest that the dynamics of oil prices during 2014-2015
were not entirely driven by supply-side forces exogenous to the macroeconomic developments in
the U.S. However, exogenous supply-side shocks accounted for a considerable share of variation
thus making the 2014-2015 episode comparable to other events that are often used as illustrations
of exogenous, supply-side shocks to oil prices. For example, Baumeister and Hamilton (2019) also
assign approximately 40 percent of price changes during the 1990-1991 oil price spike due to
supply-side shocks after the invasion of Kuwait. In contrast, Hamilton (2009) and others observe
that the run up in oil and gasoline prices around 2007-2009 can be largely attributed to booming
demand, stagnant production, and speculators, and the consequent decline of the prices during this
period, to collapsed global demand (e.g., the Great Recession and Global Financial Crisis). In
summary, we view the variation in oil prices during 2014-2015 as having a sufficiently large
component that is exogenous to the U.S. consumers.
III. Data
Our analysis uses high-frequency data on spending from a financial aggregation and bill-paying
computer and smartphone application (henceforth, the “app”).7 The app had approximately 1.4
million active users in the U.S. in 2013.8 Users can link almost any financial account to the app,

7
These data have previously been used to study the high-frequency responses of households to shocks such as the
government shutdown (Gelman et al. 2020) and anticipated income, stratified by spending, income, and liquidity
(Gelman et al. 2014).
8
All data are de-identified prior to being made available to the project researchers. Analysis is carried out on data
aggregated and normalized at the individual level. Only aggregated results are reported.
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including bank accounts, credit card accounts, utility bills, and more. Each day, the app logs into
the web portals for these accounts and obtains central elements of the user's financial data including
balances, transaction records and descriptions, the price of credit and the fraction of available credit
used. Using data for a similar service, Baker (2018) documents that over 90 percent of users link
all their checking, savings, credit card, and mortgage accounts. Given the non-intrusive automatic
data collection, attrition rates are moderate (approximately five percent per quarter).
We draw on the entire de-identified population of active users and data derived from their
records from January 2013 until March 2016. The app does not collect demographic information
directly and, thus, we are unable to study heterogeneity in responses across demographic groups
or to use weights or similar methods to correct possible imbalances in the population of the app’s
users. However, for a subsample of users, the app employed a third-party that gathers both public
and private sources of demographics, anonymizes them, and matches them back to the deidentified dataset. Table 1 in Gelman et al. (2014) (replicated in Appendix Table C1) compares the
gender, age, education, and geographic distributions in a subset of the sample to the distributions
in the U.S. Census American Community Survey (ACS), representative of the U.S. population in
2012. The app’s user population is heterogeneous (including large numbers of users of different
ages, education levels, and geographic location) and, along some demographic dimensions,
contains proportions similar to those found in the US population. Consistent with this pattern,
Baker (2018) observes that, as the online industry had matured, the differences between the
population of a similar app’s users and the U.S. population became small by 2013. That said, one
should bear in mind that this large cross-section (and hence precise estimates) may come at the
cost of potentially biased estimates to the extent that our data are not representative of the U.S.
population in ways that correlate with spending behavior with respect to gasoline prices. Another
limitation of our dataset is that it starts in 2013, which limits us in studying possible pre-trends in
the data.
A. Identifying Spending Transactions
Not every debit reported by the app is spending. For example, a transfer of funds from one account
to another is not. To avoid double counting, we exclude transfers across accounts, as well as credit
card payments from checking accounts that are linked within the app. If an account is not linked,
7

but we still observe a payment, we count this as spending when the payment is made. We identify
transfers in several ways. First, we search if a payment from one account is matched to a receipt
in another account within several days. Second, we examine transaction description strings to
identify common flags like “transfer,” “tfr,” etc. To reduce the chance of double counting, we
exclude the largest single transaction that exceeds $1,000 in a given week, as this kind of
transaction is very heavily populated by transfers, credit card payments, and other non-spending
payments (e.g., payments to the U.S. Internal Revenue Service). We include cash withdrawals
from the counter and ATM in our measure of spending. To ensure that accounts in the app data
are reasonably linked and active, we keep all users who were in the data for at least 8 weeks in
2013 and who did not have breaks in their transactions for more than two weeks. We also drop
users with cards that we observe to have gone out of sync with the app. More details are provided
in Appendix A.
B. Using Machine Learning to Classify Type of Spending
Our analysis requires classification of spending by type of goods. To do so, we address several
challenges in using transactional data from bank accounts and credit cards. First, transactional data
are at the level of a purchase at an outlet. For many purchases, a transaction will include many
different goods. In the case of gasoline, purchases are carried out mainly at outlets that exclusively
or mainly sell gasoline. Hence, gasoline purchases are relatively easy to identify in transactional
data. Second, for the bulk of transactions in our data, we must classify the outlet from the text of
the transaction description, rather than classifications provided by financial institutions. We
therefore use a machine learning (ML) algorithm to classify spending based on transaction
descriptions. In this section, we provide an outline of the classification routine, and compare our
ML predictions in the data provided by the app with external data. As economic analysis
increasingly uses naturally-occurring transactional data to replace designed survey data,
applications of ML like the one we use will be increasingly important.
The ML algorithm constructs a set of rules for classifying transactions as gasoline or nongasoline. This requires a training data set to build a classification model, and a testing data set not
used in the training step to validate the model predictions. Two of the account providers in the data
classify spending directly in the transaction description strings using merchant category codes
8

(MCCs). MCCs are four-digit codes used by credit card companies to classify spending and are
also recognized by the U.S. Internal Revenue Service for tax reporting purposes. Our main MCC
of interest is 5541, “Automated Fuel Dispensers.” Purchases of gasoline could also fall into MCC
code 5542, “Service Stations,” which in practice covers gasoline stations with convenience stores.9
We group transactions with these two codes together because distinguishing transactions as 5542
or 5541 without the MCC is nearly impossible with only the transaction descriptions.10
A downside of this approach is that transactions at a Service Station may either be for
gasoline, for food and other items, or both. According to the National Association of Convenience
Stores (NACS), which covers gasoline stations, purchases of non-gasoline items at gasoline
stations with convenience stores (i.e., “Service Stations”) account for about 30 percent of sales at
“Service Stations.” Although the app data do not permit us to differentiate gasoline and nongasoline items at “Service Stations,” we can use transaction data from “Automated Fuel
Dispensers” (which do not have an associated convenience store), as well as external survey
evidence, to separate purchases of non-gasoline items from purchases of gasoline. Specifically,
according to the 2015 NACS Retail Fuels Report (NACS 2015), 35 percent of gasoline purchases
are associated with going inside a gasoline station’s store. Conditional on going inside the store,
the most popular activities are to “pay for gasoline at the register” (42%), “buy a drink” (36%),
“buy a snack” (33%), “buy cigarettes” (24%), and “buy lottery tickets” (22%). The last four items
are likely to be associated with relatively small amounts of spending. This conjecture is consistent
with the distribution of transactions for “Service Stations” and “Automated Fuel Dispensers” in
the data we study. In particular, approximately 60 percent of transactions at “Service Stations” are
less than $10 while the corresponding share for “Automated Fuel Dispensers” is less than 10
percent. As we discuss below, the infrequent incidence of gasoline purchases totaling less than $10
is also consistent with other data sources. Thus, we exclude Service Stations transactions less than
$10 to filter out purchases of non-gasoline items.
Using one of the two providers with MCC information (the one with more data), we train
a Random Forest ML model to create binary classifications of transactions into those made at a
gasoline station/service station and those that were made elsewhere. Figure 2 shows an example
9

“Service Stations” do not include services such as auto repairs, motor oil change, etc.
E.g., a transaction string with word “Chevron” or “Exxon” could be classified as either MCC 5541 or MCC 5542.
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of a decision tree used to classify transactions into gasoline and non-gasoline spending. A tree is a
series of rules that train the model to classify a purchase as gasoline or not. The rules minimize
the decrease in accuracy when a particular model “feature,” in our case transaction values and
words in the transaction strings, is removed. In the Figure 2 example, the most important single
word is “oil.” If a transaction string contains the word oil, the classification rule is to move to the
right, otherwise the rule is to move to the left. If the string does not contain the word oil, the next
most important single word is “exxonmobil.” Figure 2 also demonstrates how the decision tree
combines transaction string keywords with transaction amounts. For example, “oil” is a very strong
predictor of gasoline purchase, but it can be further refined by the transaction amount. The tree
continues until all the data are classified.
We then use the second provider to validate the quality of our ML model.11 The ML model
is able to classify spending with approximately 90% accuracy in the testing data set, which is a
high level of precision. Both Type I and Type II error rates are low. See Appendix Table B.1.
More details on the procedure can be found in Appendix B.
We can also use the app data to investigate which gasoline stations consumers typically
visit. The top ten chains of gasoline stations in the app data account for most of gasoline spending.
On average, the app data suggest that the typical consumer does 66 percent of his or her gasoline
spending in one chain and the rest of gasoline spending is spread over other chains. Thus, while
for a given consumer there is a certain degree of concentration of gasoline purchases within a
chain, an analysis focusing on only one gasoline retailer, such as in Gicheva, Hastings and VillasBoas (2010) or Hastings and Shapiro (2013), particularly one not in the top ten chains, would miss
a substantial amount of gasoline spending.
C. Comparison with the Consumer Expenditure Survey

11

Card providers use slightly different transaction strings, and one may be concerned that training the model on a random
subsample of data from both card providers, and testing it on another random subsample, can provide a distorted sense
of how our ML model performs on data from other card providers. Thus, using a card from one account provider to train,
and testing on an entirely different account provider, helps to assure that the ML model is valid outside of the estimation
sample. Classification of transactions based on ML applied to both card providers yields very similar results.
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We compare our measures of gasoline and non-gasoline spending with similar measures from the
Consumer Expenditure Survey (CEX).12 We use both the CEX Diary Survey and Interview
Survey. In the diary survey, households record all spending in written diaries for 14 days.
Therefore, this survey provides an estimate of daily gasoline spending that should be comparable
to the daily totals we observe in the app. In Figure 3, we compare the distribution of spending in
our data (solid lines) and in the diary survey (dashed line). We find that the distributions are very
similar, with one notable exception: the distribution of gasoline purchases in the app data has more
mass below $10 (solid gray line) than the CEX Diary data. As we discussed above, this difference
is likely to be due to our inability to differentiate gasoline purchases and non-gasoline purchases
at “Service Stations.” In what follows, we restrict our ML predictions to be greater than $10 (solid
black line).
The CEX Diary Survey provides a limited snapshot of households’ gasoline and other
spending. In particular, since a household on average only makes 1 gasoline purchase per week in
the diary, we expect only to observe 2 gasoline purchases per household, which can be a noisy
estimate of gasoline spending at the household level. Idiosyncratic factors in gasoline consumption
that might push or pull a purchase from one week to the next could influence the measure of a
household’s gasoline purchases by 50% or more. In addition, because the survey period in the
diary is so short, household fixed effects cannot be used to control for time-invariant household
heterogeneity. Hence, while a diary survey could be a substitute for the app data in principle, the
short sample of the CEX diary makes it a poor substitute in practice.13
The CEX Interview Survey provides a more complete measure of total spending, as well
as a longer panel (4 quarters), from which we can make a comparison with estimates based on
spending reported by the app at longer horizons. Panel A of Figure 4 reports the histogram (bin
size is set to $1 intervals) of monthly spending on gasoline in the CEX Interview data for 20132014.14 The distribution has clear spikes at multiples of $50 and $100 with the largest spikes at $0
12

While the definition of the spending unit is different in the CEX (“household”) and the app (“user”), Baker (2018)
shows for a similar dataset that linked accounts generally cover the whole household.
13
We have done a comparison of the CEX diary spending for January 2013 through December 2014. In a regression
of log daily spending for days with positive spending on month time effects and day of week dummies, the month
effects estimated in the CEX and app have a correlation of 0.77. (Finer than monthly comparison of the app and CEX
is not possible because the CEX provides only the month and day of week, but not the date, of the diary entry.)
14
The CEX Interview Survey question asks households to report their “Average monthly expense for gasoline.”
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and $200. In contrast, the distribution of gasoline purchases in the app data has a spike at $0 but
the rest of the distribution exhibits considerably less bunching, particularly at large values like
$200 or $400 that correspond with reporting $50 or $100 per week, respectively. In addition, the
distribution of gasoline spending has a larger mass at smaller amounts in the app data than in the
CEX Interview data. These differences are consistent with recall bias in the CEX Interview Survey
data. As argued by Binder (2017), rounding in household surveys can reflect a natural uncertainty
of households about how much they spent in this category.
Table 2 compares moments for gasoline and non-gasoline spending across the CEX and
the app data. We find that the means are similar across data sources. For example, mean (median)
biweekly gasoline spending in the CEX Diary Survey is $84.72 ($65.00), while the app counterpart
is $85.82 ($53.44). Similarly, mean (median) non-gasoline spending is $1,283.36 ($790.56) in the
CEX Diary Survey and $1,605.59 ($1,112.33) in the app data. The standard deviation (interquartile
range) tends to be a bit larger in the app data than in the CEX, which reflects a thicker right tail of
spending in the app data. This pattern is consistent with top-coding and under-representation of
higher-income households in the CEX, a well-documented phenomenon (Sabelhaus et al. 2015).
The moments in the CEX Interview Survey (quarterly frequency) are also in line with the moments
in the app data. For example, mean (median) spending on gasoline is $647 ($540) in the CEX
Interview Survey data and $614 ($457) in the app data, while the standard deviations (interquartile
ranges) are $531 ($630) and $591 ($657) respectively. In each panel of Table 2, we also compare
the distribution of the ratio of gasoline spending to non-gasoline spending, a central ingredient in
our analysis. The moments for the ratio in the CEX and the app data are similar. For instance, the
mean ratio is 0.08 for the CEX Interview Survey and 0.07 for the app data, while the standard
deviation of the ratio is 0.07 for both the CEX Interview Survey and the app data.15
In summary, spending in the app data is similar to spending in the CEX data. Thus,
although participation in the app is voluntary, app users have spending patterns similar to the
population. In addition to reflecting survey recall bias and top-coding, some of the differences
could reflect consumers buying gasoline on cards that are not linked to the app (such as credit
cards specific to gasoline station chains), the ML procedure missing some gasoline stations, or

15

Appendix Figure C1 shows the density of the gasoline to non-gasoline spending ratio for the CEX and app data.
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gasoline spending done in cash that we could not identify. We will address these potential issues
in our robustness tests.
IV. Empirical Strategy
The discourse on potential macroeconomic effects of a fall in gasoline prices often centers on the
question of how savings from the fall in gasoline prices are used by consumers. Specifically,
policymakers and academics are interested in the MPC from savings generated by reduced gasoline
prices. For example, Janet Yellen (Dec 2014) compared the fall in gasoline prices to a tax cut:
“[The decline in oil prices] is something that is certainly good for families, for households, it’s
putting more money in their pockets, having to spend less on gas and energy, so in that sense it’s
like a tax cut that boosts their spending power.”16 In line with this logic, we define the MPC out
of changes in gasoline prices as:
𝑑𝐶 ≡

𝑀𝑃𝐶 ∗ 𝑑 𝐺𝑎𝑠𝑜𝑙𝑖𝑛𝑒𝑆𝑝𝑒𝑛𝑑𝑖𝑛𝑔

𝑀𝑃𝐶 ∗ 𝑑 𝑃 𝑄

(1)

where i and t index consumers and time, 𝐶 is spending on non-gasoline items, 𝑃 is the price of
gasoline, and 𝑄 is the quantity of consumed gasoline. Note that we define the MPC as an increase
in spending (measured in dollars) in response to a dollar decrease in spending on gasoline after
the price of gasoline declines.17 Note that equation (1) is related to previous studies using tax
rebates to measure MPC (e.g., Shapiro and Slemrod, 2003 and Johnson, Parker, and Souleles
2006): a cut in the marginal tax rate on personal income (akin to a change in 𝑃 ) increases aftertax earnings (akin to a change in 𝑃 𝑄 ), which in turn are translated into a change in consumer
spending via the MPC.
Equation (1) is a definition, not a behavioral relationship. Of course, 𝑄 , the quantity of
gasoline purchased, and overall non-gasoline spending, 𝐶 , are simultaneously determined, with
simultaneity being an issue at the individual as well as aggregate level. Because 𝑄 is endogenous,

16

“Highlights: Fed chief Yellen’s news conference after FOMC meeting.” Reuters. 12/12/2014. Available at:
https://www.reuters.com/article/us-usa-fed-highlights/highlights-fed-chief-yellens-news-conference-after-fomcmeeting-idUSKBN0JV2O320141217
17
Because the MPC may differ across groups of people, our notation and estimation refer to the average MPC.
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we develop an econometric relationship that yields identification of the MPC based on the specific
sources of variation of gasoline prices discussed in the previous sections.
At the aggregate level, one important determinant of gasoline spending is macroeconomic
conditions. As discussed in Section II, the 2007-2008 collapse in gasoline prices has been linked
to the collapse in global demand due to the financial crisis—demand for gasoline fell, driving
down the price of gasoline while demand was falling for other goods as well. Individual-level
shocks are another important source of simultaneity bias and threat to identification. Consider a
family going on a road trip to Disneyland; this family will have higher gasoline spending (long
road trip) and higher total consumption in that week due to spending at the park. Another example
is a person who suffers an unemployment spell; this person will have lower gasoline spending (not
driving to work) and lower other spending (a large negative income shock).
This discussion highlights that gasoline purchases and non-gasoline spending are affected
by a variety of shocks. Explicitly modelling all possible shocks, some of which are expected in
advance by households (unobservable to the econometrician), would be impossible. Fortunately,
this is not required to properly identify the policy-relevant parameter—the sensitivity of nongasoline spending to changes in gasoline spending induced by exogenous changes in the price of
gasoline. This parameter may be interpreted as a partial derivative of non-gasoline spending with
respect to the price of gasoline and thus could be mapped to a coefficient estimated in a regression,
for which we only need to satisfy a weaker set of conditions. First, we need exogenous (to
households), unanticipated shocks to gasoline prices. These shocks should be unrelated to the
regression residual absorbing determinants of non-gasoline consumption unrelated to changes in
gasoline prices. Second, we need to link non-gasoline spending to the price of gasoline (i.e., 𝑃 ,
rather than purchases of gasoline (𝑃 𝑄 ).
As we established in Section II, shocks to gasoline prices in the period of our analysis were
unanticipated to households, were perceived by households to be permanent, and they had a
considerable exogenous component. To link the partial derivative of interest to a regression
coefficient and to link it with cross-sectional variation in pre-determined propensity to spend on
gasoline, we manipulate equation (1) as follows:
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̅

𝑑 log 𝐶

𝑀𝑃𝐶

𝑑𝑃
𝑃

𝑀𝑃𝐶
𝑀𝑃𝐶

1

𝜖

𝑀𝑃𝐶
̅

𝑠

where bars denote pre-shock values, 𝑠 ≡

𝑑𝑄
𝑄

1

̅

𝑃
𝑑𝑃

𝑠

𝑑 log 𝑃

̅

(2)

is the ratio of gasoline spending to non-gasoline

spending,18 and 𝜖 is the price elasticity of demand for gasoline (a negative number). Now the only
source of time variation in the right-hand side of the equation is the price of gasoline. The
identifying variation in equation (2) comes from time-series fluctuations in the price of gasoline
interacted with the predetermined cross-sectional share of spending on gasoline.19 The crosssection variation is essential for this paper since there is a single large episode of gasoline price
movements in the sample period. One can also derive the specification from a utility maximization
problem and link the MPC to structural parameters (see Appendix D). Thus, regressing log nongasoline spending on the log of gasoline price multiplied by the ratio of gasoline spending to nongasoline spending yields an estimate of 𝑀𝑃𝐶 1
Note that we have an estimate of

𝜖 .

𝑀𝑃𝐶 scaled by 1

𝜖, but the scaling should be small

if demand is inelastic. As discussed below, there is some variation in the literature on 𝜖’s estimated
using household versus aggregate data. To ensure that a measure of 𝜖 is appropriate for our sample,
we note:
𝑑 log 𝑃 𝑄

𝑑 log 𝑃
𝑑 log 𝑃
1

𝜖

𝑑 log 𝑄
𝑑 log 𝑃

1

𝑑 log 𝑃 .

𝑑 log 𝑃
(3)

We calculate 𝑠 as the ratio of consumer i’s annual spending on gasoline to his/her annual spending on non-gasoline
items in 2013. Using annual frequency in this instance helps to address seasonal variation in gasoline spending as well
as considerable high frequency variation in the intensity of gasoline spending (e.g., trips to gasoline stations, spending
per trip). Additionally, the use of 2013 data to calculate the share makes it pre-determined with respect to the shock
to gasoline prices in the estimation period. In short, by using 𝑠 for 2013, we approximate the response around the
point where gasoline prices were high.
19
Edelstein and Kilian (2009) and Baumeister and Kilian (2016) consider a similar specification at the aggregate level.
18
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Similar to equation (2), the only source of time variation in the right-hand side of equation (3) is
the price of gasoline. Thus, a regression of 𝑑 log 𝑃 𝑄 on 𝑑 log 𝑃 yields an estimate of elasticity
1

𝜖 , which is the partial derivative of gasoline spending with respect to the price of gasoline,

and the residual in this regression absorbs determinants of gasoline purchases unrelated to the
changes in the price of gasoline.20 The estimated 1

𝜖 and

𝑀𝑃𝐶 1

𝜖 can be combined to

obtain the 𝑀𝑃𝐶.21
In the derivation of equations (2) and (3) we deliberately did not specify the time horizon
over which responses are computed, as these may vary with the horizon. For example, with lower
prices, individuals may use their existing cars more intensively or may purchase less fuel-efficient
cars. There may be delays in adjustment to changes in prices (e.g., search for a product).
Households might take time to process the price change (Coibion and Gorodnichenko 2015). The
very-short-run effects may also depend on whether a driver’s tank is full or empty when the shock
hits.
To obtain behavioral responses over different horizons, we build on the basic derivation
above and estimate a multi-period long-differences model, where both the MPC and the price
elasticity are allowed to vary with the horizon. Additionally, we introduce aggregate and
idiosyncratic shocks to overall spending, and idiosyncratic shocks to gasoline spending. Hence,
Δ log 𝐶
Δ log 𝑃 𝑄
where 𝛽

𝛽

𝑠

Δ log 𝑃

𝛿 Δ log 𝑃

𝑀𝑃𝐶 1

𝜖 ,𝛿

𝜓

𝜗

(4)

𝑢
1

(5)
𝜖 ,Δ 𝑥

𝑥

𝑥

is a k-period-difference operator,

𝜓 is the time fixed effect, and 𝜗 and 𝑢 are individual-level shocks to spending.22 𝜖 measures

20

Because the dependent variable is spending on gasoline rather than volume of gasoline, elasticity ϵ estimated by
this approach also includes substitution across types of gasoline (Hastings and Shapiro 2013).
21
In this derivation, we implicitly assume that the change in the price of gasoline does not change prices of other
goods. This assumption is reasonable given that energy prices account for a small cost share of typical goods produced
in the economy. However, some commodities and services (especially energy services, fuels, public transportation)
may be more sensitive to changes in the price of gasoline. We find (Appendix Figure C3) that while gasoline prices
collapsed in 2014-2015, the retail prices of energy services, fuels, and public transportation showed little (if any)
reaction. This weak response likely reflects the fact that prices of these commodities and services are highly regulated.
22
Note that there are time effects only in equation (4). Since we maintain that changes in gasoline prices are exogenous
over the time period, time effects are not needed for consistency of estimation of either (4) or (5). In (4), they may improve
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the elasticity of demand over 𝑘 periods, that is, 𝜖 ≡ 𝑑𝑙𝑜𝑔 𝑄 /𝑄 ,
similar vein, 𝑀𝑃𝐶 ≡

/𝑑𝑙𝑜𝑔 𝑃 /𝑃

. In a

𝛽 /𝛿 measures the MPC from a dollar of savings due to lower gasoline

prices over 𝑘 periods. By varying 𝑘, we can recover the average response over 𝑘-periods so that
we can remain agnostic about how quickly consumers respond to a change in gasoline prices.
Given that our specification is in differences, we control for consumer time-invariant
characteristics (gender, education, location, etc.) as well as for the level effect of 𝑠 on non-gasoline
spending, i.e., time-invariant characteristics are differenced out. To minimize adverse effects of
extreme observations, we winsorize dependent variables Δ log 𝐶 and Δ log 𝑃 𝑄 as well as 𝑠
at the bottom and top one percent.
Because we are interested in the first-round effects of the fall in gasoline prices on
consumer spending, we include the time fixed effects in specification (4). As a result, we obtain
our estimate after controlling for common macroeconomic shocks and general equilibrium effects
(e.g., changes in wages, labor supply, investment). Thus, consistent with the literature estimating
MPC for income shocks (e.g., Shapiro and Slemrod 2003, Johnson et al. 2006, Parker et al. 2008,
Jappelli and Pistaferri 2010), we estimate a partial equilibrium MPC.
We assume a common price of gasoline across consumers in this derivation. In fact, the
co-movement of gasoline prices across locations is very strong (the first principal component
accounts for 97 percent of variation in gasoline prices at the city level; Appendix Figure C2
illustrates this strong co-movement) and thus little is lost by using changes in aggregate gasoline
prices. Furthermore, when computing 𝑠 we use gasoline spending rather than gasoline prices and
thus our measure of 𝑠 takes into account geographical differences in levels of gasoline prices. We
find nearly identical results when we use local gasoline prices.
Note that gasoline and oil prices are approximately random walks and thus Δ log 𝑃 can be
treated as an unanticipated, permanent shock. To the extent oil prices and, hence, gasoline prices
are largely determined by global factors or domestic supply shocks, rather than domestic
demand—which is our maintained assumption for our sample period—OLS yields consistent

efficiency by absorbing aggregate shocks to overall spending. We cannot include time effects in (5) because they would
completely absorb the variation in gasoline prices. But again, note that the presence of an aggregate component in u does
not make the estimates of δ biased under our maintained assumption that gasoline prices are exogenous to the U.S.
economy in the estimation period. The standard errors account for cross-sectional and time dependence in the error term.
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estimates of 𝑀𝑃𝐶 and 𝜖. Formally, we assume that the idiosyncratic shocks to spending are
orthogonal to these movements in gasoline prices. Given the properties of the shock to gasoline
prices in 2014-2015, the PIH model predicts that the response of spending from the resulting
change in resources should be approximately equal to the change in resources (𝑀𝑃𝐶

1) and take

place quickly.
The approach taken in specifications (4) and (5) has several additional advantages
econometrically. First, as discussed in Griliches and Hausman (1986), using long differences helps
to enhance signal-to-noise ratio in panel data settings. Second, specifications (4) and (5) allow
straightforward statistical inference. Because our shock (𝛥 log 𝑃 ) is effectively national and we
expect serial within-user correlation in spending, we use Driscoll and Kraay (1998) standard errors.
This approach to constructing standard errors is much more conservative than the common practice
of clustering standard errors only by a consumer, employer, or location (e.g., Johnson et al. 2006,
Levin et al. 2017). To make our results comparable to previous studies, we also report standard
errors clustered on users only. Note that we estimate specification (4) and (5) as a system so that
we can use the delta method to compute standard errors for 𝑀𝑃𝐶 from 𝛽 /𝛿 . Third, although the
variables are expressed in logs, equation (2) shows that we estimate a 𝑀𝑃𝐶 rather than an elasticity
and thus there is no need for additional manipulation of the estimate. This aspect is important in
practice because the distribution of spending is highly skewed (in our data, the coefficient of
skewness for weekly spending is approximately four) and specifications estimating 𝑀𝑃𝐶 on levels
of spending (rather than logs) are likely sensitive to what happens in the right tail of the spending
distribution. Finally, because oil and gasoline prices change every day and the decline in the price
of oil (and gasoline) was spread over time, there is no regular placebo test on a “no change” period
or before-after comparison. However, these limitations are naturally addressed using regression
analysis.
To summarize, our econometric framework identifies the 𝑀𝑃𝐶 from changes in gasoline
prices by interacting two sources of variation: i) a time-series shock to gasoline prices was large,
was perceived by households to be permanent, and had a considerable exogenous component; ii)
the pre-determined cross-sectional variation in the share of spending on gasoline. The econometric
specification also accounts for the response of spending on gasoline to lower prices by allowing a
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non-zero elasticity of demand for gasoline and allowing for dynamic adjustment of gasoline
spending to changes in gasoline prices.

V. Results
In this section, we report estimates of 𝑀𝑃𝐶 and 𝜖 for different horizons, frequencies, and
populations. We also compare estimates based on our app data to the estimates based on spending
data from the CEX.
A. Sensitivity of Expenditure to Gasoline Prices
We start our analysis with the estimates of 𝑀𝑃𝐶 and 𝜖 at weekly frequency for different response
horizons. Panel A of Figure 5 shows 𝜖̂

𝛿

1, and 95 percent confidence bands, for 𝑘

0, … , 26

weeks. Table 3, Row 1, gives the point estimates for selected horizons. The point estimates
indicate that the elasticity of demand for gasoline stabilizes around week 15 at -0.16. When we use
our conservative Driscoll-Kraay standard errors, confidence intervals are very wide at short
horizons; estimates become quite precise at horizons of 12 weeks and longer. In contrast, the
conventional practice of clustering standard errors by user yields tight confidence bands, but these
likely understate sampling uncertainty in our estimates because there is considerable within-period
dependence in the data.23
This estimate is broadly in line with previously reported estimates (see Brons et al. (2008)
and Espey (1998) for surveys), although it is on the lower end of recent estimates which can reflect
differences in the sample of households covered by the app and in the sample period that we study.
Using aggregate data, the results in Hughes, Knittel and Sperling (2008) suggest that U.S. gasoline
demand is significantly more inelastic today compared with the 1970s. Regressing monthly data
on aggregate per capita consumption of gasoline on changes in gasoline prices, they estimate a
short-run (monthly) price elasticity of -0.034 to -0.077 for the 2001 to 2006 period, compared with

We have assumed a linear relationship across gasoline spending shares, 𝑠 . Consumers with different 𝑠 may differ in
their responses to changes in gas prices. In Appendix E, we test for nonlinearities in our estimates of the MPC and
elasticity of demand for gas by 𝑠 deciles. We find only small differences across deciles of 𝑠 , with the lowest and highestusage consumers being slightly more elastic, by about 0.10 percentage points.
23
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-0.21 to -0.34 for the 1975-1980 period. The U.S. Energy Information Administration (EIA 2014)
also points to an elasticity close to zero, and also argues this elasticity has been trending downward
over time.24 In contrast to Hughes, Knittel and Sperling (2008), our findings suggest that gasoline
spending could still be quite responsive to gasoline price changes. In general, our results lie in
between the Hughes, Knittel and Sperling’s estimates and previous estimates using household
expenditure data to measure gasoline price elasticities. Puller and Greening (1999) and Nicol
(2003) both use the CEX interview survey waves from the 1980s to the early 1990s to estimate the
elasticity of demand. The approaches taken across these papers are very different. Nicol’s (2003)
approach is to estimate a structural demand system. Puller and Greening (1999), on the other hand,
take advantage of the CEX modules about miles traveled that were only available in the 1980s, as
well as vehicle information. Both papers find higher price elasticities of demand at the quarterly
level, with estimates in Nicol (2003) ranging from -0.185 for a married couple with a mortgage
and 1 child, to -0.85 for a renter with two children, suggesting substantial heterogeneity across
households. Puller and Greening’s (1999) baseline estimates are -0.34 and -0.47, depending on the
specification. A more recent paper by Levin et al. (2017) uses city level price data and city level
expenditure data obtained from Visa credit card expenditures. They estimate the elasticity of
demand for gasoline to be closer to ours, but still higher, ranging from −0.27 to −0.35. Their data
are less aggregate (MSA level) than the other studies, but more aggregate than ours because we
observe individual level data. Also, we observe expenditures from all linked credit and debit cards
and are not restricted only to Visa.
Panel C of Figure 5 shows our resulting estimate of the 𝑀𝑃𝐶

𝛽 /𝛿 from system

estimation, with point estimates at selected horizons in the first row of Table 3. At short time
horizons (contemporaneous and up to 3 weeks), the estimates vary considerably from nearly 2 to
0.5 but the estimates are very imprecise when we use Driscoll-Kraay standard errors. Starting with
the four-week horizon, we observe that 𝑀𝑃𝐶 steadily rises over time and becomes increasingly
precise. After approximately 12 weeks, 𝑀𝑃𝐶 stabilizes between 0.8 and 1.0 with a standard error
of 0.24. The estimates suggest that, over longer horizons, consumers spend nearly all their gasoline
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EIA (2014) reports, “The price elasticity of motor gasoline is currently estimated to be in the range of -0.02 to -0.04
in the short term, meaning it takes a 25% to 50% decrease in the price of gasoline to raise automobile travel 1%. In
the mid 1990’s, the price elasticity for gasoline was higher, around -0.08.”
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savings on non-gasoline items. The standard errors are somewhat smaller at monthly horizons (45 weeks) since the shock. While this pattern is not surprising given that 𝛽 and 𝛿 in equations (4)
and (5) at long horizons have better signal-to-noise ratios, we suspect this is also because the
residual variance in consumption tends to be lower at monthly frequency due to factors like
frequency of shopping, recurring spending, and bills paid, while in other weeks, the consumption
process has considerably more randomness (see Coibion, Gorodnichenko, and Koustas 2021).
Similar to the case of 𝜖, confidence bands are much tighter when we use standard errors clustered
only by user.25 Note that even with the conservative standard errors, our estimates are quite precise.
For comparison, Känzig’s (2021) response of consumption estimated on macroeconomic data is
not statistically significant at the 10 percent level for any horizon.
There are not many estimates of the 𝑀𝑃𝐶 derived from changes in gasoline prices. The
JPMorgan Institute (2015) report examines the same time period that we do using similar data. It
finds an MPC of 0.6, lower than our estimate. This finding likely arises from the use of data from
a single financial institution rather than our more comprehensive data. This is an important
advantage of the app data because many consumers have multiple accounts across financial
institutions. The app’s users have accounts on average in 2.6 different account providers (the
median is 2). As a result, we have a more complete record of consumer spending. To illustrate the
importance of this point, we rerun our specification focusing on a subgroup of consumers with
accounts at the top three largest providers.26 Specifically, we restrict the sample to accounts only
at a specific provider so that we can mimic the data observed by a single provider. In rows (2), (4)
and (6) of Table 3 we report estimates of 𝜖 and the 𝑀𝑃𝐶 at horizons 5, 15 and 25 weeks for the
case when we use any account at the provider. The 𝑀𝑃𝐶 estimates based on data observed by a
single provider are lower and have larger standard errors than the baseline, full-data 𝑀𝑃𝐶 estimates
reported in row (1). For example, the 𝑀𝑃𝐶 for Provider 1 (row 2) at the 25-week horizon is 0.462,
which is approximately half of the baseline 𝑀𝑃𝐶 at 0.99. The Driscoll-Kraay standard error for
25

Our measure of spending covers purchases of durable and non-durable goods. The drop in gasoline prices can
stimulate consumers to spend more on cars (there is a modest increase in light weight vehicle sales in 2015; see
Appendix Figure C4) so that the MPC may exceed one from new car owners. Unfortunately, MCC codes are too
coarse for car dealers (e.g., these codes include repairs, maintenance, leasing) to identify car purchases. Aggregate
time series indicate no materially important change in the purchases of electric vehicles around the gasoline price drop
in 2014-2015 (see Appendix Figure C5).
26
These providers cover 49.6 percent of accounts in the data and 55.0 percent of total spending.
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the former estimate is 0.3, so that we cannot reject equality of the estimates as well as equality of
the former estimate to zero. However, with the conventional practice of clustering standard errors
only by user, one can reject equality of the estimates.
One may be concerned that having only one account with a provider may signal incomplete
information because the user did not link all accounts with the app. To address this concern, we
restrict the sample further to consider users that have at least one checking and one credit-card
account with a given provider. In this case, one may hope that the provider is servicing “core”
activities of the user. In rows (3), (5) and (7), we re-estimate our baseline specification with this
restriction. With the exception of large provider #3, we find estimates largely similar to the case
of any account, that is, the estimated sensitivity to changes in gasoline prices is attenuated, and in
all cases is more imprecise relative to the baseline where we have accounts linked across multiple
providers.
These results for the single-provider data are consistent with the view that consumers can
specialize their card use. For example, one card (account) may be used for gasoline purchases
while another card (account) may be used for other purchases. In these cases, because singleprovider information systematically misses spending on other accounts, MPCs estimated on
single-provider data could be attenuated severely. We conjecture that using loyalty cards of a
single gasoline retailer may also lead to understated estimates of the MPC because loyalty cards
are used only by 18 percent of consumers (NACS 2015).
B. Robustness
While our specification has important advantages, there are nevertheless several potential
concerns. First, if 𝑠 in specification (4) is systematically underestimated because a part of gasoline
spending is missing from our data, for instance, due to gasoline retailer cards that are not linked to
the app, then our estimate of the MPC will be mechanically higher. Second, suppose instead that
we are misclassifying some spending, or that consumers buy a large portion of their gasoline in
cash, so that this spending shows up in our dependent variable. Misclassifying gasoline spending
as non-gasoline spending will generate a positive correlation between non-gasoline spending and
the gasoline price. Third, while a random walk may be a good approximation for the dynamics of
gasoline prices, one may be concerned that gasoline prices have a predictable component, so that
22

estimated reaction mixes up responses to unanticipated and predictable elements of gasoline prices.
Indeed, some changes in gasoline prices are anticipated due to seasonal factors.27
A practical implication of the first concern (i.e., cases where consumers use gasoline
retailer cards that are not linked to the app) is that consumers with poorly linked accounts should
have zero spending on gasoline. To evaluate if these cases could be quantitatively important for
our estimates of 𝑀𝑃𝐶 and 𝜖, we estimate specifications (4) and (5) on the sample that excludes
households with zero gasoline spending in 2013 (recall that the app data have a larger spike at zero
than the counterpart in the CEX Interview Survey). Row (2) of Table 4 reports MPC estimates for
this restricted sample at horizons 𝑘

5,15,25 . We find that these estimates are very close to the

baseline reported in row (1).
To address the second concern about cash spending, we note that, according to NACS
(2015), less than a quarter of consumers typically pay for gasoline in cash and approximately 80
percent of consumers use credit and debit cards for purchases of gasoline. Furthermore, cash
spending only shows up in the dependent variable, generating a positive correlation that will cause
us to underestimate the MPC. In a robustness check, we exclude ATM and other cash withdrawals
from the dependent variable. Row (3) of Table 4 shows that both the MPC and elasticity of demand
estimated on these modified data are nearly identical to the baseline estimates. This finding is
consistent with the intensity of using cash as means of payment being similar for gasoline and nongasoline spending.
For the third concern relating to expected changes in gasoline prices, we turn to data from
the futures market. In particular, we use changes in one-month-ahead futures for spot prices at
New York Harbor (relative to last week’s prediction for the month ahead) instead of the change in
gasoline prices since last week. Specifically, let 𝐹 denote the futures price at time 𝑡 for month
𝑡

ℎ. Then, in lieu of Δ log𝑃 in our baseline specification (4), we instead use Δ logℱ ≡

log 𝐹

log𝐹

for 𝑘 ∈ 1, … ,25 . While the focus on one-month change is arguably justified

given approximate random walk in gasoline prices, we also try the average change in the futures
curves for gasoline prices over longer horizons (two years) to have a measure of changes in
gasoline prices that are perceived as persistent: Δ log ℱ ≡

27

∑

log𝐹

log𝐹

. In either

In the summer, many states require a summer blend of gasoline which is more expensive than a winter blend.
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one-month change (row 4 of Table 4) or average change over two years (row 5), the results are
very similar to our baseline.
C. Comparison with MPC using CEX
To evaluate the significance of using high-quality transaction-level data for estimating the
sensitivity of consumers to income and price shocks, we estimate the sensitivity using
conventional, survey-based data sources such as the Consumer Expenditure Survey (CEX). This
survey provides comprehensive estimates of household consumption across all goods in the
household’s consumption basket and is the most commonly used household consumption survey.
In this exercise, we focus on the interview component of the survey which allows us to mimic the
econometric analysis of the app data.
In this survey, households are interviewed for 5 consecutive quarters and asked about their
spending over the previous quarter. Note that the quarters are not calendar quarters; instead,
households enter the survey in different months and are asked about their spending over the
previous three months. The BLS only makes available the data from the last 4 interviews;
therefore, we have a one-year panel of consumption data for a household. Given the panel design
of the CEX Interview Survey, we can replicate aspects of our research design described above.
Specifically, we calculate the ratio of gasoline spending to non-gasoline spending in the first
interview. We then estimate the MPC in a similar regression over the next three quarters for
households in the panel.28
In the first row of Table 5, we estimate our baseline specification for the app data at the
quarterly frequency. In contrast to the weekly estimates, our estimate of the elasticity of gasoline
spending is notably noisier and not statistically different from zero.29 The estimates for the MPC
at a 6-month horizon are slightly lower than the estimates based on the weekly frequency, although

28

Our build of the CEX data follows Coibion et al. (2017).
In general, we find that aggregation to lower frequencies lowers our elasticity estimate. On one hand, the probability
of having no gas spending declines, so more households are identifying the elasticity estimate for each period. In
addition, shopping behavior can matter at higher frequencies: suppose households are more likely to “fill up” when
gas prices are low, but only put in a few gallons of gas “as needed” when gas prices are high. This results in more
weekly transactions and fewer weeks with 0 spending when gas prices are high. We find some evidence of this: the
probability of any gas purchase in a week is lower when gas prices are lower.

29
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the Driscoll-Kraay standard errors do not allow us to reject the null of equality of our MPC estimate
over time or across frequencies.
Note that in estimates from the app in row 1 we continue to use complete histories of
consumer spending over 2013-2016 while the CEX tracks households only for four quarters. To
assess the importance of having a long spending series at the consumer level, we “modify” the app
data to bring it even closer to the CEX data. Specifically, for every month of our sample, we
randomly draw a cohort of app users and track this cohort for only four consecutive quarters, thus
mimicking the data structure of the CEX. Then, for a given cohort, we use the first quarter of the
data to calculate 𝑠 and use the remainder of the data to estimate 𝜖 and 𝑀𝑃𝐶. Results are reported
in row 2 of Table 5. Generally, patterns observed in row 1 are amplified in row 2. In particular,
the estimated MPC increases more strongly in the horizon when we track consumers for only four
quarters relative to the complete 2013-2016 coverage.
Panel B of Table 5 presents estimates based on the CEX. To maximize the precision of
CEX estimates, we begin by applying our approach to the CEX data covering 1980-2015. For this
specification, we use BLS urban gasoline prices which provide a consistent series over this time
period (see note for Table 1). The point estimates (row 3) indicate that non-gasoline spending
declines in response to decreased gasoline prices. Standard errors are so large that we cannot reject
the null of no response. The estimated elasticity of demand for gasoline is approximately -0.4,
which is a double of the estimates based on the app data and is similar to some of the previous
CEX-based estimates (e.g., Nicol, 2003).
One should be concerned that the underlying variation of gasoline prices is potentially
different across datasets. The dramatic decline in gasoline prices in 2014-2015 had considerable
supply-side and foreign-demand components, but it is less clear that one may be equally confident
about the dominance of this source of variation over a longer sample period. Indeed, Barsky and
Kilian (2004) and others argue that oil prices have often been demand-driven in the past. In this
case, one may find a wrong-signed or a non-existent relationship between gasoline prices and nongasoline spending. To address this identification challenge, we focus on instances when changes
in oil prices were arguably determined by supply-side factors.
Specifically, we follow Hamilton (2009, 2011) and consider several episodes with large
declines in oil prices: (i) the 1986 decline in oil prices (1985-1987 period); (ii) the 1990-1991 rise
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and fall in oil prices (1989-1992 period); (iii) the 2014-2015 decline on oil prices. Estimated MPCs
and elasticities for each episode are reported in rows (4)-(6). The 1986 episode generates positive
MPCs but the standard errors continue to be too high to reject the null of no response. The 20142015 episode generates similar, implausible large estimates of MPC, although the estimates are
more precise.30 The 1990-1992 episode yields negative MPCs with large standard errors.
In summary, the CEX-based point estimates are volatile and imprecise. The data are
inherently noisy. Moreover, when limited to sample periods that have credibly exogenous variation
in gasoline prices, the sample sizes are far too small to make precise inferences. Furthermore, these
estimates do not appear to be particularly robust. These results are consistent with a variety of
limitations of the CEX data such as small sample size, recall bias, and under-representation of
high-income households. These results also illustrate advantages of using high-frequency (weekly)
data relative to low-frequency (quarterly) data for estimating sensitivity of consumer spending to
gasoline price shocks. The app’s comprehensive, high frequency data, combined with a natural
experiment—the collapse of oil and gasoline prices in 2014—help us resolve these issues and
obtain precise, stable estimates of MPC and elasticity of demand for gasoline.
D. Spending Response by Income
Although we have little demographic information about the app’s users, we can use transaction
descriptions to gauge some user characteristics and hence examine micro-level heterogeneity in
MPC. Specifically, we use payroll inflows, a stable source of income for most users, to construct
a measure of permanent income at the user level and study how MPC varies along this dimension.31
The standard theory predicts that MPC should not vary with permanent income, i.e., [changes in]
consumption should be equal to [changes in] permanent income for all people. On the other hand,
Straub (2019) argues that MPC can decrease in the level of permanent income if households have
non-homothetic preferences over consumption across periods (permanently richer households save
a large share of their income). Discriminating between these theories is difficult given challenges

30

Alexander and Poirier (2020) use CEX data to study the response of consumer spending to the 2014-2015 oil price
shock. Using a different empirical approach, they find an MPC that is greater than one.
31
In appendix E, we also explore how MPC varies with liquidity status and the share of spending on gas. Consistent
with PIH, we find that MPC is the same for liquidity-constrained and unconstrained households. We also find that
MPC is similar for households with different gas spending shares.
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in measuring consumer spending and identifying variation in permanent income. Fortunately, our
data and the 2014-2015 oil price shock offer an opportunity to shed more light on this.
Using payroll deposits (after taxes and other deductions) for 2013, we group users into
income terciles and estimate the following regressions:
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This specification is equivalent to running separate regressions by income tercile, i.e., we are
focusing on variation within income groups. Results are reported in Table 6.
We find that lower-income households are the most responsive both in terms of their
elasticity of demand and MPCs. In particular, estimates of the elasticity of demand for gasoline
are significantly different across the income groups at all horizons. Lowest income households
have an elasticity of around -0.25, while higher income households have a medium-run elasticity
of around -0.08. In terms of the MPC, differences across income groups are small at 5- and 15week horizons but they become statistically significant at the 25-week horizon. Specifically, we
estimate an MPC of 1.02 for the lowest-income tercile, 0.74 for medium income, and 0.64 for the
highest income households. Although we cannot reject the null of each estimate being equal to
one, these results suggest that the average MPC should be interpreted with caution as the average
masks important heterogeneity. These findings are consistent with the predictions in Straub (2019)
and, hence, can contribute to our understanding of U.S. trends in macroeconomic aggregates (e.g.,
a decline in interest rates) and inequality.32

VI. Conclusion
How consumers respond to changes in gasoline prices is a central question for policymakers and
researchers. We use big data from a personal financial management service to examine the
32

Previous research studying the Alaska permanent fund found the opposite, that the MPC was increasing in income
(Kueng 2018), however one important difference is that these payments are largely predictable.
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dynamics of consumer spending during the 2014-2015 period when gasoline prices plummeted by
50 percent. Given the low elasticity of demand for gasoline, this major price reduction generated
a large windfall for consumers equal to approximately 2 percent of total consumer spending. We
document that on average, the MPC out of these savings is approximately one. Since the change
in gasoline prices was unexpected and permanent, this estimate can be interpreted as capturing
MPC out of permanent income, an object that has been most difficult to estimate with previously
available data.
While estimating the macroeconomic effects of the change in oil prices is beyond the scope
of this paper, this partial equilibrium estimate provides a first-step input for quantifying the effects
on the aggregate economy, which depend on several factors. The aggregate effects of changes in
gasoline prices potentially depend on general equilibrium effects and redistribution of resources
in the economy. The aggregate response to a gasoline price shock may be a function of the
sensitivity of, for example, sectoral wages and employment to energy price shocks (see Appendix
D for a model). Depending on specific assumptions about utility and production functions, general
equilibrium effects can amplify or attenuate the immediate effects that we estimate. Moreover,
there are income effects arising from the ownership of energy resources both domestically and
abroad that will have macroeconomic effects. Nevertheless, any offsetting macroeconomic
effects, e.g., from changes in oil field production or from exports to foreign, oil-rich countries, do
not obviate the interest in estimates of response of U.S. consumers to a very significant shock to
their budget sets coming from gasoline prices.
We also show why previous attempts to estimate the MPC out of gasoline savings led to
lower and/or more imprecise estimates due to data limitations (e.g., low frequency of data,
incomplete coverage of consumer spending, short panel) in earlier studies. Our analysis highlights
the substantial potential of big data from household financial accounts for enhancing national
economic statistics, as well as estimates of key, policy-relevant macroeconomic parameters.
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